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                                                            Australia’s Leading Vehicle Transport Specialist


                                                            For over 35 years, PrixCar continues to be a leading provider of local and interstate vehicle transport to all parts of Australia. With our passionate team, first-class equipment, we offer you direct (no middleman!), reliable, value for money transport solutions.
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More

                                                    
                                                

                                            
	
                                                
                                                    

                                                            Service is Our Passion and Speciality


                                                            We are Australia’s premier automotive logistics services company specialising in vehicle transportation, vehicle processing services, fleet services and dealer services. Service is our passion and superior results for every customer, our forte.


                                                        
                                                    
                                                

                                            
	
                                                
                                                    

                                                            Australia’s Fastest Growing Fleet Services Specialist


                                                            PrixCar Fleet Services is an independent division offering Fleet Conversion solutions to all industry and commercial customers.
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                                                            Exceptional Vehicle Processing Services


                                                            We have processing centres across the country and are trusted by over 30 premium Automotive Brands. We offer a suite of vehicle processing services tailored to each customer’s needs.
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                                                            Tailored Dealer Service Solutions


                                                            Across Australia, PrixCar offers tailored vehicle transport, vehicle service and vehicle storage solutions for the Automotive industry and its Dealerships.


                                                                                                                            Find a
Solution
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				Australia’s Premier Car Transport Services

        				PrixCar have provided the best in interstate car carrying services throughout Australia for over 30 years. With our team of passionate experts, reliable methods and equipment, you can trust us to get your car where it needs to be safely and quickly.

      

    









  





  
    
      
      
        Get an Instant, Free Car Transport Quote Now

        
          
            1 
             minute

          

          
            Receive a vehicle transport quote in under a minute!

            
          

        

        Enter a few basic details and you can have prices and options in-hand guaranteed for 28 days.

        Your price is guaranteed for 28 days!

      

      
      
      	

      

    

  





  
    
      

				
Wherever you are in Australia, and wherever you need your car to be, PrixCar can help you get it there. Our car transportation specialists move vehicles throughout the country - depot to depot and door to door. With competitive prices and decades of experience, trust us for all of your car carrying needs.
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				PrixCar Promotion | PRIXFIVE

        				Do you need to relocate a vehicle?

      

    







    
      
        Interstate Car Transport is PrixCar's specialty! We are trusted by the best to manage vehicle logistics from the Australian shores to your door!

We have a car transport network that delivers Australia-Wide, with 29 locations, you have flexibility and choice. 

Book direct with PrixCar today.  Enter 'PRIXFIVE' as the promo code to receive your discount. 

      

    



  




  

    
      
				 Car Transport Tips

        				Check out our blog, covering all your need to know about car transport in Australia, here.
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                5 Tips to Get You Started for Interstate Car Shopping

                                  When you broaden your car options to interstate, you can get your dream car at the right price due of a wider range of options. Some states sell cars cheaper than others. But you have to consider other factors such as the cost to transport a car interstate....

                Read On
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                The Best Way to Move a Car from Adelaide to Brisbane

                                  Are you looking to transport your car from Adelaide to Brisbane? What's the best way to do it? You need to pick the mode of transportation that best suits your requirements and preferences in terms of security, speed, and ease of use.
 
There are basically...

                Read On
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                The Best Way to Move a Car from Sydney to Melbourne

                                  Are you planning to move a car from Sydney to Melbourne? If so, you may be wondering what your options are for getting your vehicle from one city to the other. Moving a car from Sydney to Melbourne can be a daunting task, especially if you're not sure...

                Read On
              
            

          


        

      

    

    

    
      
        Take a look at the full list of articles to help you get the best result possible

      

    


	




  


    
      
				PrixCar’s Range of Car Carrying Services

        				PrixCar is Australia’s premier automotive logistics services company. We have a proud history specialising in vehicle transportation, vehicle processing, fleet services & dealer services.  We take the time to deliver superior results with every service.
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                      Vehicle Transportation

                      With a passionate team and a fleet of first-class trucks and trailers, PrixCar delivers reliable, cost-effective vehicle transport.

          Learn More
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                      Fleet Services

                      With a professional team, state of the art facilities, partnerships with the premier brands; PrixCar's Fleet division provides integrated and custom made solutions to the Fleet Services industry.

          Learn More
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                      Vehicle Services

                      From vehicle surveys, vehicle grounding reports, accessory fitment, trade fit-outs, registration services, and paint and panel repairs, we offer tailored solutions for every customer.

          Learn More
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                      Dealer Services

                      With facilities across Australia, we offer vehicle transport, vehicle service and vehicle storage solutions dedicated to adding value for Automotive Dealerships.

          Learn More

        
  






  





  


    
      
				Prixcar's Money Back Guaranteed Delivery

        				Do you have a busy schedule?  Cannot afford to be without your car? Do you need the certainty of delivery?

If you need this certainty, PrixCar has a network and process that delivers. With a money-back guarantee!

      

    







    
      
        For peace of mind - Opt into PrixCar's Guaranteed Service.  Click HERE for more details.

      

    



  




            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Customer Testimonials

                                    

                                    	
                                                "I just wanted to take the time to compliment your CSO, Stacey. 
I am currently moving from Perth to Melbourne and had no idea where to start with transporting my car over. After looking through many websites, I was fairly stressed and confused. After speaking with Stacey on 19/03/2021, she was polite, friendly, helpful. She managed to give me quotes for exactly what I was looking for, we managed to get a few laughs in, and she made me feel much more relaxed about the whole situation. I have managed to book my car in with confidence. She really is a credit to your business, and I want to say thanks for all her help 😊

Regards, David Wood  - 30th March 2021."

                                                David Wood, Perth

                                            
	
                                                "Dear Prixcar, I just wanted to write to you and thank you for your excellent service and the lovely way your staff in Melbourne spoke to my daughter and I when picking up her new Fiat this morning. Very polite, car was there all ready for her. Car in beautiful condition and we are so thrilled. I will definitely keep your number for future car moving. Many thanks Jennifer Jaeger - 4th December, 2020"

                                                Jennifer Jaeger, Melbourne

                                            
	
                                                "Because of the ongoing Queensland border closure, we had no choice but to fly from Melbourne to Brisbane for a 2 week quarantine period, and transport our Audi to Toowoomba. I was reluctant to do this, as we really enjoy driving throughout Australia, and a bit concerned how our vehicle would be handled. It was unloaded today in Toowoomba, 3 days before the stated ETA in perfect condition. I found Prixcar to be very professional, from their spotlessly clean office, buildings and trucks in Melbourne, to highly efficient staff who went over the vehicle with a fine tooth comb, taking photos as well for a customer condition report. I have no hesitation in recommending Prixcar, and I will certainly use them again. 
Philip Collins Toowoomba Qld - 23rd November, 2020"

                                                Philip Collins, Toowoomba, QLD

                                            
	
                                                "I had my car transported to Brisbane by your company, and I had to pick it up on the 24/9/2020. The only day for me was Thursday, due to work commitments and your opening hours. We are staying up at Noosa, so the drive was a good one, heading off with the family (3 kids) to pick up the car, traffic was horrible and the expected time of around 4:00 was in trouble. The business hours state a 4:00 closure, so I rang and spoke to Katrina. Katrina was amazing, she and other staff members didn't just stay back for 5 or 10 minutes, we didn't get to the depot until 4:45. Katrina you are a star and if that's a reflection of the company, I was so impressed with the Prixcar company and would use them without any hesitations. Thanks again Katrina. Regards Brett Ratten"

                                                Brett Ratten , Willawong, QLD

                                            
	
                                                "I just wanted to pass on my huge thanks for arranging the transport of my client’s car from Melbourne Airport to Adelaide. I know this is an everyday task for your business, but for me, it was a challenging and stressful task. You made the process easy, and worked with our slightly unusual requirements. I also greatly appreciated the consistent SMS tracking updates. Thank you! I will certainly be recommending you, and will use your services again if ever the need arises. Abbie Allen, Lifestyle Elements Concierge."

                                                Abbie Allen, Lifestyle Elements Concierge. 

                                            
	
                                                "I personally, with three of my former companies have used PrixCar to transport vehicles around Australia.
PrixCar is number 1 in my books for prompt and personal service with reasonable costs for delivery - we get value for money at PrixCar. 

The team at Prixcar are always bright happy and cheery and always give extra and advise when able.

Thank you -February 2021-"

                                                Bek and Marwan

                                            
	
                                                "Thank you Prixcar; we are most happy with your professional prompt service; my team are Top Ambassadors for PrixCar and that includes you all, from Phone sales right down to the delivery man.

The on-ground truck drivers are always courteous and professional, they advise of any issues support me in the transport process.  We feel that Prixcar have great service and when times are difficult they quietly explain what can be done, how and why. For example Bushfires, border closures covid etc.

All great and with thanks

The Transmatt Driveline Team - February 2021"

                                                Transmatt Driveline Team

                                            
	
                                                "PRIXCAR: A LOGISTICS COMPANY THAT HAS NOT FORGOTTEN TO BE HUMAN.

PrixCar provided an efficient and professional service transporting my vehicles from NT to Central QLD. The team was attentive and listened to my needs and concerns. They definitely listen to the ‘voice of the customer’ and try to accommodate finding viable solutions. Moving interstate is challenging and Prixcar’s staff are able to deal not only with car transportation but also kept present the human interaction so much needed during an interstate move. They bring vehicles safely, and always on time for collection and delivery, making the process simple and straightforward. My special thanks to Wendy, Jason and Julie in Darwin. They held my spirit up."

                                                Louisa, June 2022
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				Our Depot Locations

        				With over 35 years experience, PrixCar has an established network of depots across Australia and Tasmania.

      

    

  


  
  




  
    
      
        Check out a list of all the PrixCar depot locations.

      

    

  

	



  

    
      
				PrixCar Partnerships

        				We are trusted by some of the most respected Automotive brands to provide services and transportation they need to operate successfully!
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